SUPERNova

It is the search engine for paper and online collections. It researches through the catalog of Rennes 1 University libraries, among the subscriptions to the databases and online journals and among a certain number of resources of documents in free access. You will find books, ebooks, theses, journals, scientific articles, maps, DVDs available on site or online.

Access: supernova.univ-rennes1.fr, or ENT, or library website.

Supernova offers several facets to the left of the results list:

- **Dans les bibliothèques de Rennes** displays only what is present on the library shelves. You exclude from the results list online articles and some ebooks
- **Bibliothèque**: to view documents from a particular library.
- **Type de document**: theses, for example.

Supernova also allows you direct access to the full text of articles and ebooks: you can view them and in most cases, download them.

ONLINE RESOURCES

Check out the complete and up-to-date list of online resources that libraries subscribe to, test resources and a selection of open source resources and access content.


Some "must-haves": PubMed, CISMef, IMAIOS, E-Vidal, Premium EM, S-ECN

INTERLIBRARY LOAN

Is a document unavailable at the library? Have a document (book, thesis, journal number, article, book chapter) from another French or foreign library? You must be registered with the library to use this service.

To make your request, you can use the InterLibrary Loan (ILL) webform on the library website or direct contact by e-mail with the ILL service: peb@univ-rennes1.fr

You receive an email when it arrives at the library.

Rates for students at Rennes 1 University and registered external readers: €1 upon receipt of the document (France), half the cost price (foreign).

The library for English speakers

Bibliothèque Universitaire

https://bibliotheques.univ-rennes1.fr

Open from 8:45 am to 7:00 pm from Mondays to Fridays
Open from 8:45 am to 5:30 pm on Saturdays

CONTACT INFORMATION

The library is accessible to people with reduced mobility

Building 14, campus Villejean
13 av. du Prof. Léon Bernard
35000 Rennes
Bus C4, 31: La Salle
Metro: Villejean Université

Phone: 02 23 23 34 52
Email: bu-contact@listes.univ-rennes1.fr
Twitter: @BUREnnes1
Facebook: UnivRennes1

Villejean Santé
DISCOVER & BORROW

The library offers documents in:

- medicine
- dentistry
- pharmacy
- basic sciences
- maieutics
- PACES & ECN preparation
- history of health
- languages
- didactics
- vocational guidance
- science and society
- scientific novels,
- comics & DVDs
- ancient books

| Rennes 1 University student in license and master | I can borrow | During | I can extend |
| Rennes 1 University PhD student or staff | 20 documents | 3 weeks | 2 times for 3 weeks |
| Other registered reader | 30 documents | 5 weeks |

Magazines: you can borrow magazines, except the last issue.
You receive an email before the end of the loan. Remember to extend it!

In case of delay, suspension of the loan of a duration equivalent to the accumulated delay. After 2 e-mail reminders, blocking the file at students service office, billed €12.50.

MY READER ACCOUNT (COMpte LECTeur)

You access it from the menu of the website or the ENT.
Login and password: your university Sésame and your usual password.

- Consult the list of your current loans and check the date of return
- Extend borrowed documents
- Reserve a document borrowed by another reader
- Request a "prêt nomade" document to have it come from another university library to the library of your choice
- Suggest the purchase of a document

You can also view personal information related to your account, choose your privacy policy.

THE WIFI

- Eduspot
  Provides access to the Internet for students and staff of French higher education and research institutions as well as external readers registered in the library. It is not secured.
- Eduroam
  Secured access to the Internet for students and staff of higher education and research institutions when they travel, after setting up.
- The Univrennes1 network is dedicated to the staff of the university.

PRINT DOCUMENTS

Ask for printing from a library computer: connect to a computer reading rooms. Printing from your laptop is not possible. Unlock the print in the photocopy and printing room on the ground floor or the 1st floor. You can print in A4, A3, black and white, color via the properties menu.
Photocopy card and printing, valid in the 3 Rennes 1 University libraries 1: €1.5 the new card. Purchase and reloading at the distributor: €0.10 each.
ENT printing credits do not work at the BU.

AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT

At the reception desk, you can borrow equipments that can be used inside the library: laptops, calculators, headphones, etc.

PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION MEETING

Are you having doubts about your choice of sector? Looking for a degree for the next year? Do you need help to prepare your application tools for selective degrees, a traineeship, a job?
The counselors of SOIE (Service Orientation Insertion Entrepreneuriat) welcome you every first Thursday of the month in Martin Winckler Room from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm.